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Igor, 19🏔 Amazon💵 🌊 $132,245 in 1-Month  
From the desk of Mike Long, coming to you from sunny 🌞  Southern California! 

Item #1: Igor Miller’s mother Tatyana wanted him to have a massive advantage… 

6-Fig Dorm Room%Amazon Brand 
Here’s the scoop:

Igor made this incredible post in our secret Facebook Group (next page):
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Igor’s eye-popping Amazon stats and the view from his room are 
pictured on the cover. 

He doesn’t even tell his classmates because he doesn’t even know 
how to explain his startling success. 

And the crazy thing is, even though Igor only joined OMG back at 
the start of 2016, this is not the first time Igor has done it! 

Because by the end of 2016 Igor had made so much incredible 
progress with starting from scratch and building up his Amazon 
business that he was able to have a $80,000 December in 2016! 

This year has been about getting his SOPs in place - Standard 
Operating Procedures, and then outsourcing the way that 
Hurricane Liz has guided him. 

That’s not only allowed Igor to maintain and even grow his 
brand’s value… 

…But it’s also allowed Igor to focus on a prestigious hotel 
management program in Switzerland that he is paying for - 
because as Igor expands his online real estate he plans on 
investing in offline real estate and building that way too! 
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Item #2: Amazon 
Hurricane💵  🌊 : 

How to Start From 
Scratch & Build&  
a $6-Figure or $7-
Figure Brand🤑🌞  

Coming very soon 
Hurricane Liz Herrera is 
unleashing “Amazon 
Hurricane: Starting from 
Scratch and Building a 6-
figure or 7-figure Brand. 

Liz has 2 6-figure Amazon 
brands. She also has a 
million dollar Amazon 
brand. And a 5-million 
dollar Amazon brand!  

In fact, I had the privilege 
of watching over Liz’s 
shoulder as she created it! 

In the coming days I’ll tell 
you how you can get this 
all-new stand-alone 
incredible program!
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Item #3: Friday I was at Tai Lopez’s Beverly Hills compound for his $2,500 per person ecommence 
mentorship event. 

A big highlight for me was meeting Ryan. Ryan is an OMG’er who lives in a small town in Texas.He 
let me know that he’s already made over $25,000 with what he’s learned from OMG and the support 
and coaching! 

I spent hours in closed door meetings - including a planning session with Alex Mehr, the founder of 
Zoosk (a billion dollar dating app) and now he’s joined forces with Tai Lopez to create Mentor Box, a 
community of 40,000+ energized individuals. Alex invited me out to his offices in San Francisco 
coming up shortly. More news to come. 

Item #4: I had  a terrific hour-long talk with Cliff and his 
girlfriend Tai after Cliff started my Tuesday off with this: 

Hearing the confidence in their voices was amazing. Why 
not? Tai explained to me that most of their clients are 
coming to them after working with big ad agencies.  

Cliff and Tai’s clients tell them again and again that they 
have wizardly knowledge - effective knowledge - that their 
big agency was totally clueless about. 

They get their knowledge from OMG and it’s the total edge! 

Item #5: Last night Cassidy and I saw Rebelution play at 
the One Love festival in Long Beach. I shot this 1-minute 
video during “Those Days” with the Queen Mary hotel in the 
background, where David Mills & I first joined forces in 1997.
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